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Help for people who want to cosplay Eternal Sailor Moon. Enjoy!
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The first thing you need to do is buy your items. You'll need a plain sleevless white leotard, a
yellow pleated skirt, fuschia fabric, navy blue fabric, bright pink fabric, gold and white foam, fuschia
and yellow ribbon, and other additional stuff as we go along in the steps. This cosplay is more
difficult than Misa and Hinata, it takes more time and money. This is probably the easiest way you
could put together an Eternal Sailor Moon cosplay. It'll take less time than just making the whole
thing, I can tell you that. Well, lets move on shall we?

Step 2 — Sailor Collar

Okay first thing you need to do is make the Sailor collar. There is a tutorial for that here:
http://www.godsavethequeenfashions.com/Making_a_Sailor_Collar.html READ THIS FIRST VERY
IMPORTANT!!!!!!!!!! You must use navy blue fabric instead of white and instead of the one line of
the thick ribbon they're showing, use two lines of very thin gold ribbon. Attach the Sailor Collar onto
your leotard and then attach the brooch which we will learn how to make in Step 3.
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The brooch goes under the Sailor Collar as you can see in the picture. You can use foam to make
the brooch. You just simply cut out a heart in gold foam, cut out a little moon in gold foam to go
under the heart like in the picture, cut out two wings in white foam to go on the left and right side of
the heart and then foam glue it all together. Sew or hot glue the brooch under the Sailor Collar like
in the picture.

Step 4 — Sleeves

Take your bright pink fabric and make puffy sleeves. If you don't know how, I found this tutorial for
different kinds of sleeves, so scroll down till you find puffy but don't garther any ruffles because
Sailor Moon just has plain puffy sleeves: http://www.whatthecraft.com/tuts/sleeve.htm Next youStep 3 — Eternal Moon Brooch3



sew on the puffy sleeves to the leotard then on the very bottom of the puffy sleeves sew on two
large strips of very very very very very very thick red ribbon like shown in the picture.

Step 5 — Skirt

We pretty much just covered the top now you need to deal with the skirt. On the two thighs down to
where they meet on the leotard sew two ribbons (one gold and one fuschia) and then cut out a
moon from the gold foam and sew it where the two ribbons meet. Trim your yellow pleated skirt so
it'll fit under the leotard diagonally like in the picture and then cut it so its ruffly, then with your navy
blue and fuschia fabric make two under skirts ruffly like the other one to go under the yellow skirt
like in the picture. Sew long fuschia ribbon on the bottom of the leotard but don't make it so long
that you will trip.
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These are very important accesories to the costume. For the gloves, buy white gloves and then
sew red ribbon diagonally on the wrist-place of the gloves then sew on a moon in the middle. Then
sew very thick ribbon like you did on the sleeves on the top of the gloves. The gloves must be
elbow-length so you can have space in between the gloves and sleeves. As you can see, Sailor
Moon has hairclips on hair and on the top of the gloves by the ribbon there are those same
hairclips there. Those hairclips can be bought on ebay, buy two pairs (one for the hair and one for
the gloves) or you can make them out of foam. Whichever way works. For Sailor Moon's enormous
wings, there is a wing tutorial here: http://www.paper-wings.org/tutorials/wings/wings.html Of
course you could buy angel wings but if you preffer to make your wings then the tutorial is the best
choice. For Sailor Moon's lovely trademark pigtails here's a tutorial for making the wig:
http://charmedseed.livejournal.com/10260.html
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Congratulations! You have a beautiful Eternal Sailor Moon costume! Have fun with your costume!
See ya!
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